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TE:  This tape contains Cree songs sung by Eli Pooyak.  
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ng 1:   Wagging Tail Dance song or Exchange Gi         So
                   When this song is being sung, nobody dances.  While 
                   it is being sung, servers are getting couples ready 
                   to dance.  Boys and girls are picked and stood around
                   the singers. 
          

ng 2:   The dancers n         So
                   hands while dancing.  The boy dances backward while 
                   the girl dances forward.  They are facing each other.
                   They dance till the singing and drumming stops and do 
                   not take their seats.  When drumming and singing 
                   starts again, they resume dancing. 
          
         Song 3:   Is the last of three parts to this dance.  The 
                   couples now both dance side by side.  The boy's 
                   hand holds the girl's left hand.  While he has his 
                   left around the back of the girl's waist, and vice 



                   versa.  They dance till the singing and drumming 
                   stops.  They take their seats.  Girls sit on the 
                   women's side of the hall or lodge and boys take their 

ake 
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                   seats on the men's side.  After some time, perhaps a 
                   smoke later, the crier leaves his seat and goes to 
                   the back of the hall and stands there.  A boy who 
                   has just danced the Wagging Tail Dance walks up to 
                   the crier and in a whisper tells him what gift he has 
                   for his dancing partner.  The crier then calls out in 
                   a loud voice for all in the hall to hear.  He might 
                   say something like this:  "Listen everyone, listen.  
                   This young man standing here says will my dancing 
                   partner come here and shake my hand.  I have a 
                   blanket to give her."  The girl then goes to shake 
                   the hand of her partner and accepts the gift.  
                   Usually she is blushing.  After this they both t
                   their seats.  Then another boy goes to the crier and 
                   so on till all the boys have given their partners a 
                   gift.  And then the girls tell the crier what gift 
                   they have for their partners.  Till all couples have 
                   exchanged gifts.  The gifts range from blankets, 
                   articles of clothing, and even horses.  As many 
                   couples can dance as there is room in the hall. 
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